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Within the scope of my occupation as an operation engineer with the German Railways, I
have transacted the directing and realization of construction measures, which connect to track
maintenance, for many years.
Here, I repeatedly had the unpleasant experience, like many of my professional colleagues
throughout the German Railways, that it is only with difficulties and expense possible to
reinstall the functioning and operating of the signalling circuits, after reconstruction on
switches and tracks. This is however absolutely necessary, as it is exactly this highly sensitive
high-speed traffic, which allows only extremely short interruptions to train movements. The
permission to operate after reconstruction follows in general immediately with temporarily
mounted rail joints (fastened with fishplates and emergency fishplating clamps), until the final
welding takes place.
These welding operations can be drawn out for several days on difficult switch reconstructions, as often 50-100 weldings are necessary.
But in order to be able to glide over such temporary rail joints, the signalling circuits must be
100% ensured immediately after permission to operate. An exceptionally good conducting rail
joint bridging, which must also be weather resistant and because of the high dynamic strain
also shock resistant, is necessary for the functioning of the track circuits.
The universal railbonds used up until now by the German Railways do not sufficiently satisfy
these conditions, as they are often mounted back to front, the rail foot is not polished to bare
metal before mounting, the tightening torque of the fastening screw is either too tight or too
loose. Apart from that, the mounting of for example 60 railbonds in one night shift, on 3
switches lying behind each other, like is later mentioned for Essen main station, is so time
consuming, that 2-3 people are only occupied with the mounting of railbonds.
On account of the above mentioned problems (loosened railbonds, high contact resistance),
many railway maintenance departments in Essen on construction sites on high-speed stretches
have changed to bridging the temporary rail joints with Eriweld weldings using copper cable,
which after the making of the final rail welding are then removed. Costs per rail joint is about
30 DM.
At the international exhibition of track technology in Frankfurt (Bad Vilbel 1993), I visited
amongst others a stand by the Swiss firm A. Kaufmann AG, who produce rail railbonds for
the Swiss Railways.

I put the, from my point of view, fully developed construction to the test, with help from the
workshop of the Nm Bochum, using 2 trial railbonds over an 8 week period. Hereby, I tested
the electrical resistance characteristics and the dynamic characteristics in the area of an already hitting insulated rail joint between 2 points of switch tongues in the high-speed track
Bochum-Essen. The measured contact resistance between 2 open lying and weather exposed
track pieces amounted, after 10 days, to 0,125 Ohm, after more than 6 weeks 0,180 Ohm,
measured with Pontavi Wh 2, from the firm Hartmann and Braun. The mounted railbond
between the points of switch tongues could only be removed in accordance to the instructions,
with a firm hammer blow, the contact marks of the clamp on the rail foot were polished bare
metal.
The department Ft 3 of the maintenance area Essen were willing, on account of the distinguishing good results, to procure 60 railbonds from the firm A. Kaufmann AG, for a practice
related trial, for the switch reconstruction I had prepared for Essen main station (switches 3, 4
and 8).
The switch reconstruction took place, 60 railbonds were installed. No red light signals appeared, the affected signalling circuits were fit to function from the beginning of installation. The
only difficulty consisted of the fastening of the railbond in the core area of the switches, because the regular rail form only exists here for a short distance.
The installation of the railbonds from the firm A. Kaufmann AG were signal technically a
complete success.
Background for the improvement proposal
Timewise one person is able to finish the installation of approx. 60 railbonds in an hour, as the
contact clamps can be merely hit with a hammer on to the rail foot without preparation.
The financial advantage is considerable, as one railbond costs approx. 125 DM and can be
utilized more than 50 times, whereas a single temporary welding requires 30 DM and must be
removed later.
On account of this presented model, I recommend the introduction of this for me very convincing railbond, as in my opinion a high financial advantage exists here for the German Railways.

